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Players in their age groups will compete in 1v1, 3v3 and 5v5 gamePlayers in their age groups will compete in 1v1, 3v3 and 5v5 game
situations. The class is designed to give players experience vssituations. The class is designed to give players experience vs
competition while working on all three dimensions of the Triple Threat;competition while working on all three dimensions of the Triple Threat;
offensive footwork, court spacing, offensive and defensive concepts.offensive footwork, court spacing, offensive and defensive concepts.    

These classes are taught to build a strong fundamental foundation inThese classes are taught to build a strong fundamental foundation in
every shooter. Each player is taught fundamentals based on whereevery shooter. Each player is taught fundamentals based on where
they are personally with their shot. This class is very effective forthey are personally with their shot. This class is very effective for
players that are looking to improve their shot in drills that mimic gameplayers that are looking to improve their shot in drills that mimic game
like situations. Guidance on shot vary's depending on where the playerlike situations. Guidance on shot vary's depending on where the player
is based on age and physical coordination.is based on age and physical coordination.    

This class is filled with fundamental coaching on Stationary andThis class is filled with fundamental coaching on Stationary and
Transition dribbling skills. 1 ball, 2 ball and fundamentals are taughtTransition dribbling skills. 1 ball, 2 ball and fundamentals are taught
using cones and game like situations. Agility drills are mixed into thisusing cones and game like situations. Agility drills are mixed into this
class as well as players are building dribbling confidence.class as well as players are building dribbling confidence.    

Dribbling, Shooting,
Quickness/Agility & Defensive
minded trainer. Coach Aaron
Yancey has been around the
game of basketball for his
entire life having served as
the Middle School Head Coach
at Susquehanna Twp. for
three years, an Advanced
Hoops AAU Showcase Head
Coach for eight years, an
Advanced Hoops Trainer for 12
years and the Director of
Operations for the 3-Star
League. Coach Yancey not only
serves as a great coach, but he
is also a great leader and
mentor for all young players.

Aaron Yancey Archie Smith Jr.
Coach Archie is originally from
Alabama, where he was a
standout on the gridiron. He
brings a lot of energy to his
classes and is able to push any
player to believe that they can
achieve their dream through
hard-work and dedication.
While Archie does run dribbling
classes, his expertise is Speed
& Agility, here he works with
players on their foot speed,
running technique, and
explosiveness. Coach Archie is
one of the best around when it
comes to needing a trainer
that not only demands a lot
out of players, but is there to
help them and motivate them
at the same time.

Charlie Fortney
Coach Charlie Fortney,
Owner of Advanced Hoops,
is a former Division I
Shooting Guard at UNC
Greensboro. Charlie is
known throughout the
state of for his ability to
mold players into
incredible shooters.
Charlie has had over
hundreds of kids come
through his Shooting
Classes that have went on
to play at the next level.
There is no doubt that if
your kid has an interest in
playing at the next level,
they need to shoot with
Charlie Fortney! 



REGISTER TODAY AT WWW.ADVANCEDHOOPS.COM
OR CALL 717-657-2620

Start Date: April 17th & 18thStart Date: April 17th & 18th
End Date: June 19th & 20thEnd Date: June 19th & 20th  

(10 Week Program)(10 Week Program)  


